inklingo FREE

Shape Collection ($20 value)

Print with Inklingo today!

Go to inklingo.com
Shop & Freebies >
Main Beginner’s Page
Inklingo (US Patent 7,814,832) prints ultra-fine color
lines on fabric with any ordinary color Inkjet printer,
so you can cut shapes without measuring or templates
and so you can sew on a line-and the lines don’t show
in the finished quilt!

You can order and download a free “shape collection”
with Diamonds, Triangles & Squares ($20 value) and
print Inklingo shapes in the next few minutes. The
first chapter of The Inklingo Handbook is included, so
you have everything you need to get started.

Inklingo Shape Collections are big PDF files which
open with Adobe Reader. Fabric goes through the
printer just like paper when it is ironed to freezer
paper.

Three simple things work together to make Inklingo
perfect for quilters.

Test Page

Inklingo shapes are arranged in layouts to use fabric
efficiently—all ready for you to print. Whether you
machine piece, hand piece or appliqué, everything
is faster and simpler when you have the cutting and
sewing lines printed on the fabric.
“If there were an Academy Award for innovative ideas in
quilting tools, Inklingo would win it for sure!” - Cathi
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1. Test Page
Print a test on a scrap of fabric so you can be sure the
ink in your printer will wash out even after pressing.
All 20 Inklingo colors probably will wash out.
It doesn’t hurt to leave ink in the quilt but you need
to test to be sure it will not bleed or show on the
front. Test Pages give you confidence. Testing is one of
the “Top Ten Tutes” on the All About Inklingo blog.
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“Seeing Inklingo reminds me of the first time I saw
a rotary cutter,” says one shop owner. Inklingo is
fabulous for young, cool quilters and for mature, wise
quilters—whether they use a rotary cutter or scissors.
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2. Custom Page Sizes
Inklingo uses a feature in the software of ordinary
printers which allows you to print any size, so you can
use fabric efficiently and get exactly the number of
shapes you need.
Before Inklingo I did not know I could enter other
sizes in the print dialog box. Custom Page Sizes are
easy and there are step-by-step instructions under the
Support & Goodies tab on inklingo.com.
There are 3 more online resources to explore:
1. “Support & Goodies” on inklingo.com
That’s where you’ll find the Smart Shopper’s Idea
Book and the Index of Shapes. You can use Inklingo
for everything from hexagons and triangles to Double
Wedding Ring, Drunkard’s Path, Winding Ways,
Storm At Sea, Feathered Star, Orange Peel and many
others. New shapes are added frequently. You can read
reviews from quilters like you on the website too.
2. The Top Ten Tutes on the All About Inklingo blog
3. Inklingo Videos on YouTube

3. Layouts of Shapes
I recommend an ordinary 8.5 inch wide printer for
Inklingo but all of the layouts are 13 x 19. This gives
us many more options for printing exactly what we
need without wasting fabric. Sometimes 11.75 or 13
inches is just the right length. Inklingo is especially
good for using up scraps or jelly rolls.
“Sometimes a product appears on the market that is truly
ground breaking. I think this is the case with Inklingo.”
- Editor, Popular Patchwork Magazine UK
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Thanks to Inklingo, projects that look complicated
are back on the to-do list. That is good for quilters,
designers, teachers and shops. It’s always more fun
when everything turns out perfectly. Are you ready
to start?
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